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News

1996 AGM

Notice is hereby given that the 1996 Annual General Meeting will be held on l2th November 1996 at the
John Clare Lecture Theatre, Peterborough Library, Peterborough.

NourHanoNs FoR NFBR Cour.rcrr-

Nominations are invited for Council and should be sent to Nicky Court with names of the nominee, the
proposer and seconder by the I st of November.

Pnoposeo AMENDMENT oF THE Consnrunon

Notice is hereby given that there will be a vote at the AGM on the following proposal:

Rule 3d of the Constitution shall be amended as follows:

"All annual subscriptions shall be deemed to run from the first day of January in each year".

This proposal has been put forward for ease of accounting.

FonrncourNc Meelncs

NFBR Auruun Meenruc 12rn Novenaaen

Txe Jonn Cune LecruRe Txelrne, PEreRgoRoucH LrBnlny, PereneoRoucH.

Appt-tcanoN oF Reo Dnra Boors ro PLANNTNG, BDAP & CorusenvATtoN

Details of the seminar to be held in conjunction with the AGM and a booking form are enclosed
' separately.
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CnrununN's Repont

BIOIOCICIL RECORDING AND THE.wAY FoRwARD: THE REcENT INvoLVEMENT oF NFBR

By now most members will be very much aware of the proposed joint Millennium bid by the Wildlife.
Trusts Partnership, the Natural History Museum and the national agencies to set up a National
Biodiversity Network. The road to this current bid has been very long and tortuous, and the NFBR has
been working hard for many years to get things moving. It is now heavily involved in the background
work which is needed to ensure that the bid succeeds, and also to ensure that the detailed operation of
the future network is securely founded. Apart from consultations concerning various briefing documents,
we have had some long discussions with the Wildlife Trusts and others at the meeting in Peterborough in
the Spring. and more recently at NFBR Council meetings. The technical sub-group which is being set up
will include NFBR representation, and this sub-group will be concerned with the projected establishment
of standards for local records centres, and the details of recommended operational practices. Getting
these matters right is crucial if the system is to function well.

The view has been voiced that NFBR should have been one of the partners promoting the bid itself.
We discussed this matter in detail, but apart from the fact that the consortium consists of those
organisations with sizeable operations already in existence and the resources to devote to such work, it is
also true that the NFBR is an organisation which represents its membership. This membership is a wide
cross-section (but by no means a complete representation) of the biological recording fraternity, from
individuals and societies on the one hand, through to national agencies and the Wildlife Trusts
themselves on the other. It is therefore a "spokesperson" for more than one of its constituent groups. As
such. our role cannot be that of an independent active agency taking on the mantle of administration and
management which such a prqect demands. But we are well-placed to be an impartial agency with a
remit to remind those involved in the action of both policy and technical aspects they need to keep in
mind.

Central to our concerns have been a number of key issues. At the outset, NFBR was concerned that the
initial bid was conceived without enough attention, in particular, to the scientific and amateur networks
which already underpin much of the biological recording work in Britain. Now that other organisations
have been drawn in, notably the national agencies and such organisations as the Biology Curators Group,
the Association of Local Government Ecologists, and NFBR itself, there is a much greater chance that a
well-tounded network will result. NFBR's view has been that it is essential the strengths of existing
centrcs should be recognised and built upon, and that the links with the national recording effort, through
Monks Wood and the national recording schemes for example, should be strongly linked with local
activity. as was so well-stated in the CCBR report of last year. The central problem remains, however,
that. increasingly. local records centres founded on the mutual good-will of local volunteers, coupled
with the expertise of, say, local museums, are under threat from budget cuts and other moves, such as
Compulsory Competitive Tendering and internal local authority markets. Environmental data is also
beginning to be valuable to a degree, and highly sought after in the planning system. With this demand
comes the political wish to control it. The perceived needs of local authorities are also exceeding the
capacity of the voluntary-led sector to supply, and the LRC's ability to co-ordinate. This is leading to
detailed examination of data systems, linkages with other areas, such as landscape data, and the
possibilities of other markets.
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The esoteric study of obscure species and microhabitats is beginning to be regarded as an expensive
luxury in the face of more general demands for instantly accessible "data" in the form of summary
habitat maps and brief details of SINC sites. The Wildlife Trusts themselves are part of the market, as
so often they depend fortheirsurvival on the'services theypmvide to the planning system amongst other
things. In all this. it tends to be easy to lose sight of the ultimate object of it all - a deep understanding
and continued monitoring of. the natural environment, to allow its effective conservation. It also needs to
be born in mind that we can only come to such an understanding through dedicated studies by a wide
range of people. who need to be supported and trained in their work, at either professional or amateur
level .

The Millennium bid just might provide a surer foundation for such specialists to survive, and for their
work to be part of an effective programme. It will need much commitment, as well as the political and
financial support of both national and local authorities. To get this, we need to be very clear about our
message on these fronts to those in whose hands the decisions lie. It cannot come too soon. because the
current pressures in many areas of the existing network are extreme.

Trevor J. James
Chairman
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RECORDER NEWS

Reponr oN REcoBDER QUESTIoNNAIRE AND sUMMARY DIsK

lrurRoouclott

Those of you who have been reading this newsletter and attending user group meetings over the past few
vears will probably have some inkling of the battles that have been fought behind the scenes to obtain
resources for Recorder. The latest crisis built up over the latter part of 1995 and involved impending
deadlines in early 1996 when the support contract finished (16 Jan 1996) and the administration
arrangements ran out (31 March 1996). A paper was presented to the Joint Nature Conservation
Committee in December 1995 setting out options for the future support and development of Recorder in
1996/97 and beyond. As a result, it was agreed that the support contract should be extended to 3l March
1996, but a number of questions were asked including:

is Recorder actually being used to any significant extent and how useful is the data collected?
is there any call for Recorder to be developed further and, if so, in what ways?
do users have computers which are capable of running modern software under Windows?

Consequently the Board of Management decided that the sensible thing to do was to ask users. A
questionnaire was issued which asked users for their views on whether, and in what ways, Recorder
needed to be developed and what hardware they were using. They were also asked to run a program,
supplied on a floppy disk, which summarised the tables in Recorder and wrote the results back to the
disk. which they were then asked to return to JNCC.

The que stionnaire and summary disk were sent on 24-25 Jan 1996 to around 350 registered users with a
covering letter asking people to return them two weeks later by 9 Feb 1996. Unfortunately there were
two problems with the summary program which may have put some people off. One of these stopped the
program working with versions of Advanced Revelation earlier than 3.1, the other occurred if there were
more than 100 entries in the DISTRICT_PARISH table. People who rang the support service were
advised how to avoid the latter problem and those who reported the problem with earlier versions of
Arev rvere sent an modified version of the program. 143 replies were eventually received, I l4 of them
with a d isk.

A further paper was presented to the Joint Committee meeting in March 1996 which included a
summary of the results. The continuation of support of the current version of Recorder was approved and
it was decided to go ahead with re-development. The first phase will involve studying the requirements
of users and combining them with those of the conservation agencies and other national bodies. This will
lead to a detailed specification which will go back to the Joint Committee for their approval later in the
year. If approved. a prototype system will be developed which will then go into a cycle of testing and
modification. Development work will be carried out through external contracts run by JNCC.
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ffi
Are you satisfied with Recorder? 32 l 6 95
Should Recorder be developed further? 22 2 1 r 9
Should Recorder be re-developed as a Windows oackase? 26 25 92

Some RESULTS (uenlv FRoM THE suMMARy DlsK)
Questionnaire responses to Yes/-l\o type questions

Total numbers of records in the main files Precision of dates

:t''I|cr*iir n*Xttt

Records 4.829.595
Si tes 311,575
Personal 51,505
Literature 65,301
Events 14,874

Age of records

Llnknown 5 r,05 |
Season/Month 165
Before 1900 42,493
900 - 909 13,842
9r0 - 9t9 8 .1  63
920 - 929 10,966
930 - 939 24,499
940 - 949 26,571
950 - 959 46,479
960 - 969 104.5l  l
970 - 919 437,401
980 - 989 2.047.8s3
990 - 999 2.015.006

857a 1980 onwards
42Vc 1990 onwards

60Vo full date
3lVo year or year range

Date of entry of records

i.:illlliii i:ii:ii ;iff
iiii:iiitii:

iirjr:iiJii

ili:iiii+a* n*r+

riuHIiH+uI
<no date> 5 l 1 5,1 33
To vear 53 249,209
Full date t07 2.903.9t2
Date ranse 65 130,933
Month onlv 27 373
Month vear 94 190,807
Month ranse 38 6,544
Season vear 6 l 24,796
Season onlv l 3 392
Unknown 53 s0,900
Year onlv 97 875,816
Year onwards 38 8,650
Year ranse 8 l 372,127

988 75.900 75,900
989 55,056 r30,956
990 l 6 l , 8 6 l 292,817
991 305,238 598,055
992 670.123 t.268.178
993 1.036.3s9 2.304.537
994 909,850 3.214.387
995 1,409,963 4.624.350
996 134,878 4.759.228
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Plants 2,417,996 50Vo
Invertebrates r.875.900 39%
Vertebrates 519,428 I  l%o

Taxonomic summary

Taxonomic breakdown

Grid reference precision in Records and Sites table.

79Vc records and 87Vo sites have 4 figure grid or better. 12Vo records and I 27o sites lrish
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: :: : ;:j: ::: : :::: : ::::: : ::::j i I r il :,':':','r,:,', r,',ii. i, i ':,':i lli

:: ::. : :. . .: r:r: i : 't.:::::::: ::::::: :: :: :l.tiiiti ititi:i:iti itii i:iijtiitiitii

. .:,:. .,.,::,,i': iltr : ii r :.:.r.r :'r:.:::rii::,: ,; 
:, ,,:,,,:r,, :,ii ,l;,ii ili ,ii:i

..:::::::::1::r:: :L: ::.:::::::::::::::: ::::::.:,:,:i:,:::,:,,,:i:,l:l::,:i:,:::::::,:iri.,,,iriiiiii+iiliiii

Fungi 63 62,299 25.000
Mosses & Liverworts 5 l 50. r 82 794,998
Vascular Plants 76 2.302.645 3.493.824
other Plants l 5 2.871 76,374
Mol luscs 56 34,818 144,214
Mvriaoods 44 10,681 34,330
Insect.s 94 1,752,730 992.151
Cmstacea 53 12,972 40.040
Arachnida 59 62,365 | 1,834
other Invertebrates 35 2.334 5 , 8 1 4
Fish 4 l 3.785 2 ,180
Amphib ia 59 10,787 50,000
Rept i les 56 8,252
Birds 69 432,758 284.031
Mamnrals 66 63,846 n5.204

i.ilxi',:ffiiiii..i.i.iiii.i'i.ii.iilii..ii....:..'..:..,.i.i.,.i...ii.ii..i...,i.l

Irish GB Irish GB
Cntrs Entries Cntrs Entries Cntrs Entries Cntrs Entries

No erid 0 0 89 417,377 0 0 9 l 14,997
IOkm t2 5,249 75 268,937 t2 161 7 1 18,980
Tetrad 6 1,296 29 315,660 6 l4l t 4 6.524
I knr 21 r98,576 9 l 853,407 l 5 11,343 84 I 17,078
6 or more fiss l 9 355,057 97 2,377,697 24 ) 5  ? 7 ) 95 116,369



Precision with which a site is specified

l;$l:ir:::i:ll:::.r:;ii

lr,it't'#idr:ri-{i,lilff El$ii.:,"..:i,i.iiiiffitrrffii
No site specified 78 392,949 nla nla
Vice-countv vasue site 2 l 258.345 29 1,956
County vague site 9 26.687 t2 23
District vasue site 6 782 6 5 l
Parish vague site 7 69.487 8 2,653
Ton level site t02 2,693,419 109 197,568
Leve I subsite 93 793.011 99 47,736
Leve 2 subsite 70 289.zt0 77 19,604
Leve 3 subsite 45 r  35.338 52 11,637
Leve 4 or more subsite 2 l 100,313 28 30,293
85Vo of records associated with a site or subsite andZg%o with a subsite
The rnaximum level of subsite in use was l3!

Hardware on which users are running Recorder and its ability to run Windows 3.1

i.eP-,,',[Irii:i

286 not stated No
386 SX < 4 3 No
386 not stated 5 ?

< 4 ) No
4 5 Yes

486  SX not stated I ,|

4 5 Yes
4U6 not stated t2 )

4 25 Yes
8 53 Yes

l 2 2 Yes
1 6 l 3 Yes
24 Yes

Pentium not stated ,l

8 2 Yes
t 6 7 Yes
32 I Yes

t43 ? 1 9
N o 8
Yes I  16

" nrininrum configuration to run Windows 3.I is assumed to tr a 386 or better with at least 4mb of RAM. 937c can run Windows 3.1
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Breakdown of registered users and responses by location

Ensland 248 87 3.700.202
Scotland 62 l 9 269,439
Wales 22 8 t45,679
Northern Ireland t 7 9 597,749
Isle of Man 5 2 22,lOO
Channel Isles 3 0
Portueal 0

'' it should be rememhered that users may hold records for areas other than those they are based in. for example the Hoverfly Recording Scheme (based in
England) holds records fbr all these areas (except Portugal!).

Connmerurs

A great many useful comments were received on the questionnaires and some people went to a great deal
of trouble to provide extensive written comments on some of the topics raised or implied by the
questionnaire. These responses are very useful and showed a broad agreement on the way forward. It is
difficult to summarise this information concisely, but the following points can be drawn out:

there was almost unanimous support for further development of Recorder. A few people suggested
that. given the choice of further development or better support for the current version (assuming that
resources would not stretch to both). they would opt for the latter.

there was strong support for the development of a Windows version. A few adverse comments were
received suggesting that the system overheads of Windows might degrade performance. Most people
felt that the consistent and familiar user interface supported by Windows packages would be a
snbstantial benefit. The hardware in use by the vast majority of users is adequate to run a Windows
packa-ee well. It was somewhat surprising to find how few 286s seem to be in use and that by far the
commonest machine amonsst users is a486 with 8mb RAM.

Advanced Revelation, as the database platform on which Recorder is based, came up just about
equally often as a strength and a weakness (in some cases, on the same response!). Many people
commented on the counter-intuitive and unfamiliar user interface and the steep learning curve. But
many people also listed Arev as a strength of Recorder, citing the multivalued and variable length
fields as particularly useful features.

the most frequently mentioned area for development was the requirement for automated data
exchange and the lack of this feature was often mentioned as a weakness of the package.
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another oft mentioned weakness, or area for development, was the user manual. This of course
relates to the old manual. You should have received the new manual and tutorial by now - it will be
interesting to see how much this changes user's perceptions.

another frequently mentioned area of concern was the lack of compatibility between Recorder and
other software, particularly mapping and graphics packages, but also with word processors. Again,
compatibility with other Windows software was often mentioned as a reason for supporting the
development of a Windows version.

The species dictionary was often mentioned - with gaps in coverage and the fact that some areas are
badly in need of updating mentioned as weaknesses. Several people suggested an extension to cover
marine species as a desirable development. A number of people recognised that a centrally
maintained species list was a major strength of Recorder.

in general the tone of the responses was very positive and supportive and lots of people made very
appreciative comments in the "Strengths" section. Only a couple of replies were wholly negative in
tone.

Cowcr,usror'ts

Perhaps the most important conclusion of this exercise is that distributing the capture of biological
records over a large numbers of users has been a big success. The I l4 disks that were returned document
4.83 million records which are mostly recent and with precise location and date information. The rate at
which records are being captured by Recorder users is also still accelerating with l.4lm records entered
in 1995 and another l.6m will be entered in 1996 judging by the numberthat had gone in already at the
time this exercise was carried out. They are also predominantly records of plants and invertebrates
(whereas the CCBR report showed that in general biological records are overwhelmingly dominated by
birds: 4 | .3m out of the 63.4m records documented). The data captured by Recorder users is most similar
to that held by BRC in its taxonomic mix, but is more recent and more precisely located (and there is
very little overlap - not very much data held in Recorder has yet been submitted to BRC). This must be
regarded as a very significant information gain to the conservation movement.

Stuart Ball
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Burr-orr.rc New lnoexEs rN RECORDER

Using RECORDER to search for all records that fall into a given area such as a single lOkm square can
be extrcmely time-consuming. Unlike ealling up records of-a particular species (where RECORDER's
indexes are used). the whole database has to be searched in its entirety. This lengthy process can be
shortened by creating indexes on the fields you want to select on; in this case, grid references.

Irrespective of whether the records you enter have four- or eight-figure grid references, RECORDER
automatically calculates which lOkm square, tetrad or lkm square those grid references fall into. The
information is stored in the fields GET_|0K, GET_TETRAD and GET_IKM. By indexing one or more
of these fields it now takes only a fraction of the time to search for records from such an area. It would,
however. seem inappropriate to index the GRID field itself as this has far too many permutations to be of
any use in data retrieval.

Having made a system backup, the steps to follow to build an index on GET_I0K are as follows:

From RECORDER go to AREV's main menu by typing [F5] then [Fl0]
Follow the route DB Admin-Indexes-Btree
At the Btree window select table name: RECORDS
At Column Name press [F2] to List AllColumns.
Select the column you want to index, ie GET_I0K
At Indexing On select "Yes"

Keep case sensitivity at "No"

[F9] saves your changes, and a prompt asks if you want to build the new index now, or later. With my
database of some 85,000 records on a 486SX 25Mhz, this took about half an hour to complete. On a
486DX 80 it took 40 minutes to index 245,W0 records.

Ustng RECORDER's record selection window lets you see how effective your new indexes can be. So
l'ar I have established indexes on both GET_I0K and GET_TETRAD, but have not felt the need to index
the GET_lKM field. A search for all plants records to produce a lOkm species checklist previously took
over 4 hours to run; it now takes just half an hour, whilst a search for records from a single tetrad takes
just a few minutes. On the faster PC this would take only seconds.

Obviously, other fields could be indexed too, though I have not yet tried them. Remember that new
indexes take up disk space. so think carefully before you rush off and index the lot!

Nick Moyes
Derbyshire Biological Records Centre
Derby City Museum
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A Nnnonel SysrEM FoR IDENTTFvTNG Recono Genrnes AND lNDtvtDUALs

As more and more data goes onto computer across the country, and as import/export routines soon seem
likely to tre available to RECORDER users, the need for some'form of identifying code for all biological
record centres and individual recorders grows ever greater. Similar to that used by museums up and
down the country, this code would consist of just a few letter or numbers, and could be included on
every piece of data going onto any computer, anywhere. Used on its own, or as part of a longer
document filing reference, it would enable anyone receiving a set of record to quickly determine where it
originated from. no matter how many hands (or computers) it had passed through.

It would be interesting to know if this need is perceived by other naturalists, and how they solve the
problem. I wil l  offer two suggestions:-

l ) At Derbyshire Biological Records Centre I use RECORDER's "Curation" field to type in a four
letter code (DBRC) on every single record. Thankfully, this can be done retrospectively by using
AREV's batch update facility, providing that the chosen field has not been used for any other
text. This code is then followed by my own filing system reference to each raw data document.

Thus the full entry could look like this:

DBRC RP28/SK27H

or th is :

DBRC M298 (Voucher: 1996-321)

Providing that everyone knew that I used the code DBRC (which they don't!), a quick phone call
would enable me to pull out and check the relevant plant species card (RP28) filed under the
tetrad SK27H. or to retrieve document number M298 from my taxonomic filing system, and find
the relevant mammal study skin in my collections. As I put the range of RECORDER's sequential
record numbers as well as its filing reference on each raw data sheet, it helps me confirm that I
have found the correct document, and is also invaluable when checking raw data against
verification printouts. The weakness of this system is that the code has to be typed in each time,
and is therefore prone to errors. But this will be spotted during data verification.

RECORDER users at the Shropshire Flora Group solve the problem in a different way. They use
the "Literature Source" field to select from a range of possible data sources, such as published
works. manual filing cards, or other naturalists. As this is an indexed field, they need only type in
paft of the source to retrieve a list of possible alternatives. The disadvantage is that this is purely
of internal use: there being no way that someone in Scotland would necessarily know where these
records were originally computerised.

? )
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Before large amounts of data start to be moved around. consideration must be given to how it
will be traced back to its point of entry on computer, and from there to its original source. In the
absence of a national system, biological record centres and individual RECORDER users
contemplating the transfer sf data-should perhaps consider adding their centre number or any
recognised abbreviations they may have to the comnrents fields of their records. Users of other
software could possibly employ a combination of Vice-county number and surname

e.g.: VC5TMoyes

This is not an elegant solution, but is one way of solving an important issue. Perhaps there is a
role here for NFBR in finding and developing a nation-wide solution which we can all use?

Nick Moyes
Derbyshire Biological Records Centre
Derby City Museum, The Strand, Derby, DEI lBS.

Sorrwlne

DMAP oN THE WEB

Up-to-date information about the DMAP for Windows software package for distribution and
coincidence mapping can now be found on the World Wide Web at:

h ttp ://w ww.compu I i n k.co. uk/-dmap/

Information about the package can also still be obtained by contacting:

Alan Morton. Blackthorn cottage, chawridge Lane, winkfield, windsor, Sl/ 4eR.

Or e-mail:

aj nrorton @ dmap.compul ink.co.uk
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SunveYs

ATLAS 2OOO

The Atlas o.t'the British Flora (Perring & Walters 1962) and the companion Critical supplement (Perring
& Sell 1968) were the result of the landmark project by the Botanical Society of the British Isles (BSBI)
to nlap the vascular plants of Britain and lreland. These publications are still the standard works of
reference on the distribution of our native and commoner naturalised plants, and as such are used by a
wide range of organisations and individuals. However, in recent years it has become increasingly
apparent that the Atlas is seriously outdated. The distribution of many species has changed: some have
been affected by changes in agricultural practice (including the conversion of pasture to arable and
intensification of existing farming regimes), and others by land-use changes such as afforestation and
development. This has been confirmed by the results of recent recording projects such as the BSBI
Monitoring Scheme (1987-1988) (Rich & Woodruff, edited by Palmer & Bratton 1995) and the Scarce
Plants project (1991-1992) (Stewart et al. 1994). The publication of Stace's New Flora of the British
Isles (1991) 1991 highlighted the many alien taxa now widespread in the countryside which were not
incf uded in the 1962 Atlas.

The BSBI and the Biological Records Centre (Institute of Tenestrial Ecology) have now launched a
maior new project to produce an updated database and atlas of the vascular plants of Britain and Ireland
(Arlus 2000). This project is funded by the Department of the Environment in Britain and the
Environment and Heritage Service of the Department of the Environment for Northern Ireland and has
the support of Department of Arts, Culture and the Gaeltacht in the Republic of Ireland. The aim of this
project is to bring together the many plant records which have been made since the publication of the
1962 Atlas and to add to them by field survey in the next four years (1996-1999). All the records will be
brought together into a single database, and this will be used to produce a new Atlas which will be ready
for publication at the end of the year 2000.

All BSBI members and other botanists in Britain and Ireland are invited to take part in this new project.
At a local level the plant recording is being co-ordinated by the BSBI Vice-County Recorders.

For general details about the Atlas 2000 project, please contact the BSBI National Organiser, Dr
T.D. Dines, Curig, Farrar Road, Bangor, Gwynedd, LL57 2DU.
Tel. 01 248 353 539 E-mail: 101667.2317@compuserve.com

References
Perring, F.H. & Walters, S.M. 1962. Atlas of the Britishflora. London: Nelson.
Perring, F.H. & Walters, S.M. 1968. Critical supplement to the atlas of the British flora. London:
Nelson.
Rich. T.C.G. & Woodruff, E.R, edited by Palmer, M.A. & Bratton, J.H. 1995. A sample survey of
rne flora of Britain and lreland. (UK Nature Conservation No.8). Peterborough: Joint Nature
Conservation Committee.
Stace, C. 1991. Nev, Flora of the British Is/es. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Stewart, A., Pearman, D.A. & PrestonrC.D. 1994. Scarce plants in Britain. Peterborough: Joint
Nature Conservation Committee.
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Couuenr

Atlas 2000: the Botanical Society of the British Isles' work for the new Millennium.

In April. the BSBI officially launched its Atlas 2000 recording scheme, having succeeded at last in
finding funds to support this long-overdue project. In 1987, the Society carried out a Monitoring
Scheme across the UK to examine what changes there had been to the flora since the first Atlas hadbeen
produced in 1962 (with subsequent re-issues). The report of this survey showed that substantial changes
had occurred in many species, and it was felt that a full re-survey was becoming essential if conservation
effort was to be properly focused.

The new survey is being co-ordinated by Dr Trevor Dines (address: Curig, 9l Farrar Road, Bangor,
Gwynedd. LL57 zDU). The primary aim of the survey is to compile lOkm ("hectad") distribution maps
for all species and many hybrid taxa and subspecies which occur or have occurred in the wild. The base-
f ine for this is C. A. Stace's New Flora of the British Isles (1991), which includes a large proportion of
the alien taxa which have appeared in the country, many new since 1962. Recording is being co-
ordinated by l3 regional organisers, and, especially, by the 153 Vice-county Recorders. New species
record cards have been produced through ITE at Monks Wood, with the most recent nomenclature.
There will be three date-classes of records - pre-1970; 1970-1986; and 1987 onwards to 2000.

While the principal aim of the survey is the production of a new atlas, the necessary detail of recording
at the local level has not been forgotten. The recently completed Scarce Plants Atlas focused on the
need for detailed individual records of uncommon species, and the present survey has recognised that
locally uncommon species also need to be recorded accurately. However, the BSBI instructions to
recorders do not go into great detail regarding "site" recording, and this is one area which some have
questioned. where local records centres could be benefiting from the recording effort, if the necessary
attention to locality is built in to the fieldwork.

The BSBI's resource of patient energy in these projects is to be envied, but the whole scheme is a prime
example of the networking which is the backbone of biological recording in Britain, because without the
active support of Monks Wood. and, ultimately of the respective Departments of the Environment for
Britain and Northern lreland. this scheme would not have been possible.

The NFBR has approached the BSBI with a view to holding a joint seminar on botanical recording in
1997. Hopefully, preliminary details will be available in the next few months.

Trevor James
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BurrenruEs FoR THE NEw Mrllerururuur

The Butterflies .for the Nev' Millennium project was launched in 1995 to carry out a detailed audit of the
populations-and distribution of butterfly species in Britain and lreland and to produce a comprehensive
atlas of their distribution for the year 2000. The intensive five year survey will cover the period 1995-
1999 and aims to be the most thorough survey of our butterflies to date. Recording will continue beyond
the year 2000 to keep information up-to-date.

This venture is based on a concern for butterflies and their habitats and the need to provide up-to-date
information on all species (not just the rare ones) as many species continue to decline. Information from
the resulting definitive database will underpin future recovery plans for butterfly species identified as
being at risk of serious loss or extinction. The database will be a vital tool for the conservation of these
species as we enter the new millennium and a means of reviewing conservation priorities.

The project is being managed by Butterfly Conservation, in association with the Biological Records
Centre at the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology. Active participation of all major conservation organisations
and the planning and records departments of local authorities is being sought. Help with this project is
welcomed from everyone interested in butterflies. The success of the Millennium project depends upon
individual butterfly recorders contributing to well organised local recording projects, which will then
feed in to the national project. Regionally based recording schemes will gather local data on computer.
The data will be collated rapidly each year to give a national picture. Recorders will be sent, via their
local record centre. annual progress reports and details ofunder-recorded areas.

For a list of local co-ordinators and further information, please contact:

Butterfly Conservation, P.O. Box 444, Wareham, Dorset BH20 sYA

ol the Butterflies for the New Millennium Project Co-ordinator

Nick Greatorex-Davies, ITE, Monks Wood, Abbots Ripton, Huntingdon, PE17 2LS, Tel: 01 487
773 381. Fax: 0l 487 773 467. Email: N.Greatorex-Davies@ITE.AC.UK

Burrenrlv Pxone- une

Llp-to-date news on Butterflies is available on Butterfly Line (0891 884 505, calls charged 49plmin std,
39p/min cheap).

Mlmual Socrew Sronr SunveY

Stoats have become relatively rare in Britain. The Mammal Society are collecting records to determine
their current status and distribution.

Mammal Society Stoat Survey, Cloisters Business Centre. 8 Battersea Park Rd, London SW8 4BG
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Mauull Socrew
Loox Our ron Mauunls Pno.lecr

The project was launched in-October- 1995. Gillie Sargent;'Project Development Officer provides
training and materials to help local groups to map the distribution of mammals and create inventories of
sites valuable to mammals.

Mammru Socrerv Suau- Gnarur Scxeue

The Society has a small grant scheme to help carry out projects on British Mammals. Applicants should
send project proposals to:

Julia Hamner. Mammal Society, Cloisters Business Centre, 8 Battersea Park Rd, London SW8 4BG

PueLrcenoNs
Reuews

Actiort for biodiversity in the UK: approaches in UK to implementing the Convention on Biological
Diversity. Edited by D.Hill, M. Pienkowski, J. Treweek, & T. Yates (1996). (Ecological Issues No.6).
Shrewsbury:FieldStudiesCounci l  ( forBr i t ishEcologicalSociety) .  r i+62. ISBN 1851538550. f4.00
incl.p&p.

This is a succinct and readable summary of the topic up to about the end of 1994. Since then, of course,
things have moved on with Biodiversin,: the UK Steering Group Report and the Government Response
being published (see NFBR newsletter 19,pp 19-20 and this issue). However, it gives useful insight into
some of the thinking which found expression in the Steering Group Report published at the end of 1995.

It is divided into 7 main sections, broadly reflecting the programme of a BES seminar in September 1994
frorn which it originated:
I Biodiversity - what is it and why it should be conserved;
2 The European perspective after UNCED;
3 UK responsibilities under the Convention on Biological Diversity;
4 Achieving biodiversity objectives within the country agencies:
5 Biodiversity and the role of local authorities;
6 Biodiversity and the voluntary sector;
7 Batliers to implementation.
There is also an Appendix giving a summary of the provisions of the Convention on Biological
Diversity.

In Section 7, two main topics are identified: krck of national/long-term datasets and future research
rteeds and ltrck of resources for conservation. It is a little ironic that William Waldegrave's 1992
statement that 'Sound science should underpin all environmental policy' is quoted here. It is a pity that
the same Government did not heed this statement when preparing parts of the Steering Group Reportt.

Tom Grant
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Biodiversity assessment: a gui.de to good practice. Edited by Jermy, Long, Sands, Stork & Winser
(  1996) .

Volume I: UK'Resources"os a'contribution to global biodiversity'assessmenr. London: Department of
the Environment/HMSO. v+283pp. f29.95. ISBN 0-1 l-753070-0

Field Manual I: Data and specimen collection of plants, fimgi and microorganisms and Field Manual
2: Duttt turcl specinten collection of animals. (Not sold separately) fzl. ISBN 0-l I -753070-0

Volume I
This review of UK resources is nothing if not wide-ranging. Looked at cynically, it is a long and
expensive bit of publicity for UK plc. In fact, it is quite useful as a source of information about who is
doing what. where. that may have some relevance to global biodiversity, including outline information
about a surprising range of organisations. It lacks an index (which is desperately needed) and the
internal cross-referencing does not work in places.

There are 7 chapters:
Introduction to biodiversity;
Legal and ethical aspects of biodiversity assessment;
Inventories. monitoring and management;
Contribution of UK research institutes;
Research and training in UK universities & learned societies;
Specimen data banks for biodiversity studies;
Other information resources:libraries, maps and databases.

Much of the useful (but unindexed) detail about sources of information is ephemeral and would be better
maintained as a database that could be updated periodically and searched more effectively for cross-
ref'erral. As it is, there is no short-cut to searching the whole text for information on a topic (e.g.
tennites) or a country.

If you have f30 left in the budget at the end of the financial year, you could do worse than spend it on
this volume. But don't be misled by the title; Volume I is merely a compendium of resources.

Volumes 2 and 3
These are practical guides to how to collect and evaluate plants and animals, but at such a superficial
level that no field surveyor worthy of the title, working in the UK, would benefit greatly from reading
them. If you are planning to survey in the tropics, they would help to prompt common sense.

Paul Harding
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Goventment response to the UK Steering Group Report on Biodiversity. May 1996. Cm 3260.
London: HMSO. f7.90.

This slim volume (49 pages);in white paper-covers. is the third phase in the UK Government response to
the 1992 Rio Corrventiott ott the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversin,. This is the,
Government response to the UK Steering Group Report (reviewed in NFBR Newsletter 19, March 1996)
and. as a Command Paper, is a formal statement of Government policy on how it will implement action
on biodiversity. For that reason alone it is worth reading (preferably someone else's copy).

Well. what do you expect from a Government response - money, action, miracles? What you get is
mostly bland statements and a gimmicky approach to action on a few species, many of which went down
the pan decades ago. But there are some really positive actions, such as:

Expansion of the Countryside Stewardship Scheme (flO million over 2 years - the wealthy
landowners should like that!)

A new Biodiversity Woodland Improvement Grant scheme (f400k this year - proving that investment
in forestry is still a good deal if you still have some spare profits from dealing in privatised utilities)

A new Species Action Grant schente (under f70k a year for 3 years - the terminally declining and
extinct species will make good use of such largesse!)

There is a wonderfully entertaining list of over 100 mainly declining or extinct species for which
'champions' are sought. You will be pleased to learn that, among others. champions have been found for
lady's slipper orchid (Kew). mole cricket (Natural History Museum), Lundy cabbage (National Trust),
dormouse (Wildlife Trusts) and skylark (RSPB). There is some mirthful mileage in that selection, but I
shall save it for another day. At the launch of the response on l5 May, John Gummer was flogging'the
dung beetle' (Aphodius niger) pretty hard, but no takers were apparent on the day. I kept making
tangential connections in my mind about a number of sayings about ordure and fans, mud sticking, and
coming up smelling of roses? Surely A.niger could do great service for some of our MPs (if they could
find a specimen that is!) However, I pity the champion of Tachys edmondsi (styled as'a ground beetle')
- half the coleopterists in Britain have been looking for it for decades. Whoever champions the brown
hare has it made - just plant winter wheat in vast fields interspersed with a few areas of set-aside and
keep the beagles and greyhounds away - sortedt.. If you want to see hares and skylarks, go to any large
arable farm in Cambrideeshire.

More than half the document is devoted to comments
Biodiversity Action Plan (Cm 2428. 1994). Steps are
direction. but these so-called steps are a scatter of action
might emerge if we are very lucky.

on the '59 steps' listed in the original UK
usually progressive and lead in a coherent
points from which a coherent national policy

Two of the 59 steps merit closer examination for the stated Action to date and the Commitment to further
trt-tiort in relation to biological recording.
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Step 5 - Ertsure biodiversi^,considerations are incorporated into the land use planning svstem. Great
faith is put in the existence of PPG9. aproposed revision of PPGI and analogous planning policy papers
in Scotland and Northern lreland. Local action plans merit 3 paragraphs in which the Government
'welcomes and supports the approach in thrSteering Group reportrand has agreed in principle to set up a
national advisory group on Local Biodiversity Action Plans.

Step 50 - Improt,e the accessihilin and coordination of existing biological datasets; provide comtnon
stundurcls ,for.future recording. Information and data get a whole page in the response section. It does
not actually say that the need for information and data is not fully proven. but a cautious approach is
proposed. with opportunities for review 'before proceeding with the further stages'. JNCC is marked out
as the leader by establishing the Biodiversity Information Service (BIS). The duties of BIS are spelt out
in a later paragraph of the response. These include reporting to Government on target species and
habitats. identifying gaps in information, identifying suitable datasets and ensuring that datasets are
managed to minimum necessary standards, leading in developments towards facilitating information
networking and contributing to a UK Biodiversity Database (what's that when its at home?!)

Unfortunately there is no new source of money for JNCC to do all this and the staffing of JNCC is being
substantially reduced. But BIS has already been formed by shuffling around a few very able but already
exhausted staff. I wish them well! JNCC has jumped on the Millennium bandwagon as a possible way
of funding more work in this area. Their bid for a National Biodiversity Network is being developed
jointly with the Wildlife Trusts, Natural History Museum and Natural Environment Research Council. I
wish them well too - it is the best hope that we have for establishing a national system for biological
recording (always assuming we want one!).

Oh. I nearly forgot. The Government is going to continue to support a Biodiversity Secretariat in DOE
ancl some scaled down committees and sub-groups are to be set up, one of which will cover Information
and Data. So just check that your power-dressing wardrobe isn't infested with clothes moth or carpet
beetle. you may yet get a call to join one of these illustrious groups.

Tonr Grant
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Recerur Pugucnlous

The Water Vole, Woodroffe G., The Mammal South West Regional Butterfly Audit, RSPB,
Soiety, Cloisters Business Centre, 8 Battersea f,10.00
Park Rd, London SW8 4BG, f3.00

Flora of Hampshire, Brewis, A., Bowman, P..

Atlas of Scarce and Threatened Macro-moths & Rose, F., Harley Books, 1996,

of Great Britain, JNCC, in print ISBN 0'946589'34-8, f,45.00 hb
ISBN 0-946589-53-4, f25.00 pb

British Hoverflies: Second Supplement,
BENHS, From: G. Boyd, 17 Gainsborough Atlas ofthe Dragonflies of Britain and Ireland,

Close, Cambridge CB4ISY f,6.00. Merritt, R, Moore, N.W' & Eversham, B. C.,
HMSO. 1996. ISBN 0-11-701561-X. 15.95

NFBR PugLrcRTIoNs

NewslerreRs

Some back numbers of NFBR Newsletters are available from the editor.

CONFDRENCE PROCEEDINGS

Proceedings of the 1991 NFBR Conference, Invertebrates in the landscape : invertebrate
recording in site evaluation and countryside monitoring have now been published by the British
Entomological and Natural History Society as a zupplement to the British Joumal of Entomology and
Natural History as Vol. 7, Supp l, Harding, P. (ed), Feb 1994, ISSN 0952 7583. Copies are available
from RD. Hawkins, Sales Secretary, 30d Meadowcroft Close, Horley, Surrey RH6 gEL.

The 1993 NFBR Conference Proceedings have been published and were distributed as a separate
document with Newsletter 18.

Proceedings of the 1994 Seminar, 'Action on Diversity' are being published separately and will be
distributed to all members.

The 1995 NFBR Conference Proceedings were published in Newsletter 19.

All other published conference proceedings, 1985-87 & 1989, are available from Paul Harding, ITE
Monks Wood, Abbots Ripton, Huntingdon, Cambs PEIT 2LS.

MeMeensxrp

The Membership leaflet is cunently being updated. In the meantime please send applications for
membership to the Membership Secretary, Paul Harding, at 60 Boxworth Road, Elsworth,
Cambridge, CB3 8JQ. Please send a cheque for f,6.00 made payable to NFBR and state your name,
address, organisation and post held.
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MEerrucs

3}tg-ltl}ll996 Biodiversity in Scotland
Sheila Wilson. The Biodiversity Unit, IERM, The University of Edinburgh, Darwin Buildings,
Mayfield Rd. Edinburgh EH9 3JU

211911996 BRISC Conference, Perth
BRISC Secretary, Scottish Wildlife Trust, Cramond House, Kirk Cramond, Edinburgh EH4 6NS. Tel
0 l3 l  3127765 Fax  0 l31  3128705

26-28111196 IEEM Conference - Biodiversity from politics to practice
IEEM. 36 Kingfisher Court. Hambridge Rd, Newbury RG14 5SJ. Tel 01635 37715

Meennc Reponrs

An evening at the Zoo - Reflections on strategic planning in ' a country agency'

It was a seriously hot evening in mid July. Regents Park was full of people taking the advantage of
high summer. walking, playing games, sitting on the grass, roller-blading along the Broad Walk - you
know the sort of thing. The floating Chinese restaurant on the canal was busy with diners. In the
quarantine section of the Zoo, a gibbon was putting on a vocal show worthy of any David
Attenborough soundtrack; that was until it was drowned out by a nearby New Orleans-style jazz
band.

It was in this faintly surreal environment that one of the statutory nature conservation agencies held a
consultation workshop attended by the be-suited great and good from Government, commerce,
industry. academia and some conservation NGOs. On arrival, I felt a bit like Charles Pooter at the
Mansion House Ball - 'What a pity I don't know anyone' (except by sight). More than 40 of us
swilled a few glasses of wine (on an empty stomach) before being briefed by the Chairman and Chief
Exec. of the agency that we were there to help the agency develop its policies for the next decade.
We then broke into pre-defined groups to conduct an hour-long brain-storrn on one of five topics:

Environmental benefits.
Environmental costs - who should and could pay?
Sustai nable development.
The role of regulation and economic instruments in environmental conservation.
The role of science in providing credibility for environmental policies.

The wine helped stimulate our tongues, but probably our brain-cells were a bit disoriented by this
time (the heat. wine. gibbon and music of Jelly Roll Morton all having contributed). Each group was
facilitated by a ven' senior member of the agency's staff with an almost as senior agency rapporteurs
to draw a diagram (the jargon term is a 'mind-map' of the issues raised and the conclusions of the
group. The rapporteurs must have attended a course on drawing these 'mind-maps'; when displayed
later in the evening, al l  f ive looked very similar, but fundamental ly unintel l igible!

x

:1.

t<

x
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At the end of an hour we retumed for more wine, a buffet supper and 'informal networking'. Once
one had worked out who was there, the networking was quite the most trsefirl part of the evening (the
buffet wamt up to much and chardonney may be fashionable but it can be a bit boring). After an hour
or so ofthis the roomwas erytying rapidly. Time to retum to Network South East.

Walking back doum the Broad Walk, past an enclosure with several hungry looking wohes, a family
ofkestrels sitting on security cameras and lights, and with a glorious sunset silhouetting the mosque, I
could not help wondering 'what the hell was all that about'. I hope the agency and nature
conservation are the better for it!

Tom Grant
LerrEns

NRnoruRl BrooveRstrY NETWoRK

In rece,nt months staff at some Biological Record Centres working outside of the Wildlife Trust
movement may have been feeling a little out of touch with the details and implications in the
proposals by the Wildlite Trusts national office to apply to the Millennium Commission on behalf ofus
all for zubstantial quantities of money. They aimed to develop a network of record centres across
Britain. Providing that local matching firnding could be found, it seemed that this "Conseryation

Network" bid could have injected some f70,000 per annum at the local record centre level for a
period oftlree years. A most laudable aim-

That bid has now bee,n scrapped, and you will no doubt already have heard that some of its main
proposals have been merged with another Millennium Commission bid by JNCC, NERC and the
Natural History Museum, to become The "National Biodiversity Network".

Details ofthe bid are changng fast. Suffice it to say tlat it must finally be submitted to the Millennium
Commissisn by November 1996, and tlat the earliest start date will be Apnl 1997 if it succeeds. A
briefing paper has recentty bee,n circulated as a conzultation document.

It is likely that some record centres may still not have seen it. It seems that The Wildlife Trusts have
decided not to maintain a central mailing list to keep us all informed. They say that they dont know
where all the records centres are because details compiled by CCBR in 1993 are now so out of date
that it cannot be used. So, in order to write to all biological records centres outside of the Wildlife
Trust partnership they have decided instead to use the mailing lists provided by some of those
organisations whose members are fikely to be directly affected by this bid.

So what conclusions can we draw fromtlis? Amongst others:

l. If you are reading this in your own copy of NFBR news, you can be fairly confident that The
Wildlife Trusts will be sending you relevant information fromnow on.

2. Ifyou are reading someone else's copy - you'd better join NFBR straight away!

3. Ifyou are,nt reading this, and you dont belong to NFBR or a similar organisation, you are unlikely
to hear anything.

4. Ifthey dont know who to write to, how will they know vvho to give money to?
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5. In any event, ifyou want to ensure you are firlly informed, write to The Wildlife Trusts directly and
ask them to add your details to their mailing list. In this way you can be sure of receiving all
information you need on tle National Biodiversity Network bid. And give them the address of a friend

_ 
r,vho might be in the same unfortunate position!

Nick Moyes
-. Derbyshire Biological Records Centre

Write to: Sara Hawkswe[ The Wildlife Trusts, The Green, Witham Park, Waterside South, Lincoln,
LN5 7JR Tel:01522 544400
Emaitwildlifersnc @ cix. compulink. co.uk
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